Open Museums on Saturday night

Museums are open every Saturday until September 3. It is the cultural offer for the Roman
summer, which provides the extraordinary opening of the exhibition and together shows, music
and theater. This will make it possible to visit collections, historical heritage, exhibitions "after
hours" while watching dance performances, theater, music, poetry With this initiative of the
Department of Cultural Policy Center of Rome's historic capital, Superintendent of the Civic
Museums of Rome capital, including the Museum of Zoology Department of Culture, in
collaboration with Zètema managed, will be open to visitors every Saturday night from 25 June,
from 20 o'clock (with last entry at 24).

Nineteen of the spaces involved, the frame that will be unique and impressive performances
in the program: the Markets of Trajan to the Capitoline Museums, the Museum of Palazzo
Braschi Museum in Rome in Trastevere, Via Nizza from Macro to that of Testaccio to the
Republic Museum Roman. These places will be affected by a busy schedule of events.
You can also book a guided tour of a fee by calling 060608. In many cases, tourists and
Romans, paying the ticket for admission, attend to the events of the show, which is part of the
scene in Rome. Just like buying a ticket to watch the show will also include a visit to the
museum.

"If this trial goes well we want to make this permanent initiative in Rome - Capitoline said
Councillor for Culture, Dino Gasperini - will put together music, theater, poetry, all the arts in
dialogue, to make Rome even more beautiful. This initiative will also be a driving force for
tourism because it will involve the thousands of visitors who continue to crowd our museum
spaces. "
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For more information: 060608 or www.museincomuneroma.it
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